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I was a follower of ecodyeing long 

before I became a fan(atic). It was 

the serendipity of it that attracted 

me but the subdued neutral palette of 

the results deterred me from diving 

in. After a move from the city to the 

mountains, I gained a new appreciation 

of nature and this gave me the impetus 

to dive in. I’ve never looked back.

“One-of-a-kind” is the key phrase here. 

Due to all of the variables involved—

location, water, leaves, soil, fabric and 

paper, mordants and activators, time, 

temperature and season—ecodyeing is an 

inexact science. There are many recipes, 

references, and recommendations 

available online that can offer you a good 

starting point, with the caveat results 

may vary. 

There is one thing we all can say with 

certainty, though—the best way to learn 

is to try it for yourself. Experimentation 

with your own set of unique variables 

is the best way to learn and you have so 

much fun along the way. As the world-

renowned mother of ecodyeing India 

Flint says, “You will have the satisfaction 

of being an explorer in your own 

backyard [or neighborhood], searching 

out hitherto undiscovered potential.”

For the longest time I was content with 

the process, trying this and that, just 

to see what happens. I’m still happy 

creating and adding to my stash of 

possibilities, but there comes a time 

when you need to honor and elevate all 

these one-of-a-kind lovelies.

The most surprising thing I have 

learned from my years of ecodyeing is 

that no print is ever wasted. Everyone is 

always searching for the show-stopper, 

the perfect print, the most saturated 

color, the leading lady. But what is a 

leading lady without a supporting cast? 

Just because something doesn’t look as 

good as you hope or wish it to be does 

not mean it is not good. 

Most of the prints I initially rejected as 

being “no-good” or not worthy of time, 

attention, or use in my art, are the ones 

that add a quiet background, contrast, 

variety, line, space, or repeat that I 

need to make my art sing. Additionally, 

many of these quiet prints are perfect 
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Materials
• Large pot

• Stovetop or hot plate

• Copper or PVC pipe, wooden dowel 

or cardboard cut slightly larger than 

fabric/paper; it needs to fit in the pot

• Strong string

• Iron water or rust water solution* in 

dedicated pan

• Spray bottle of vinegar water (50/50 

water/vinegar solution)

• Rubber gloves

• Long tongs

• Protein or plant fiber fabric: silk, 

wool, cotton, linen

• Leaves and other natural materials

* Recipes at the end of the instructions
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CAUTION: All 
measuring and mixing 
tools used in this process 
should be dedicated to 
nonfood use.
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as cards or 

backgrounds 

for stitching 

or collage.

The best 

advice I can 

give is to 

use the basic 

instructions and plan as you prepare 

your ecodye stacks and bundles, but do 

not plan for specific outcomes. I think 

any experienced ecodyer would agree 

that their most loved ecoprints are the 

unexpected ones. Mother Nature knows 

best, so leave the ultimate magic and 

alchemy to her.

InstructIons
1. Gather leaves for printing. Start 

with ones you know will print—oak, 

maple, eucalyptus, gingko, or catalpa.

2. If using dry leaves, rehydrate them 

in water until pliable, or soak 

overnight. (Figure 1)

3. Prepare fabric for printing. Silk 

and wool need only be cut or torn 

to size. Cotton and linen must be 

mordanted in a 1:4 soymilk:water 

solution. Soak for 24 hours, squeeze 

out excess liquid and hang to dry.

4. Prepare a pan with ½ cup of the iron-

water solution for dipping leaves 

prior to arranging on fabric/paper.

5. Choose a piece of fabric and spritz 

the surface with the vinegar water. 

Dip each leaf lightly in iron or rust 

water solution and place on the 

fabric in a desired arrangement.

6. Stack another piece of fabric on top 

of the first and cover with leaves as 

desired. Repeat until you have 6–7 

layers.

7. Roll the stack on a pipe or sandwich 

between 2 layers of cardboard and 

secure by wrapping string tightly 

around the entire pipe or cardboard 

stack and placing in a pot. (Figure 2)

8. Fill the pot with water and simmer 

for 1–2 hours.

9. Remove the wraps from the pot. 

When the fabric is cool to the touch, 

cut the string and reveal the prints!

Tip: This process works on sturdy paper 

as well, such as watercolor paper or 

any paper that can withstand excessive 

soaking.  

lesleyriley.com

Rust Water Recipe
• Large jar or bucket with a tight lid

• Rusty nails or other rusty iron 

objects

• Water

• White vinegar

In the container, place the rusty 

objects. Add 2 parts water to 1 part 

vinegar, filling the container to cover 

the objects. Put the lid on and seal 

tight. The water will turn to a rusty-

orange color in 1–2 weeks. You can 

let your iron mordant sit for as long 

as you like and pour as needed for 

dipping leaves.

Iron Water Recipe
• Ferrous sulfate (available at 

garden supply stores or at online 

natural dye sources)

• Water

• Container with cap or lid

Mix 2 teaspoons of ferrous sulfate to 

8 cups water and store indefinitely 

in a container. Always add the 

powder to water. Shake before use. 

Pour in smaller dedicated container 

as needed for dipping leaves. 

Return unused solution to the 

bottle.

(Figure 1)

More ecodyeing tips from Lesley
• Leaves will print darker with back side down on fabric/paper. A lighter print 

will result from the top of the leaf.

• Wrap bundles tightly. The pressure of the contact facilitates a good print.

• It is OK to mix fabric and paper in the same bundle.

• Fabric only needs to be rinsed and washed if the end use for it will be washed.

• Paper will wrinkle or curl from printing. It can be safely ironed.

• Iron or rust water will stain your fingers so use gloves. The diluted solution is not 

toxic in small amounts but always wash hands thoroughly after using or mixing.

• A walnut or 2 or rusty items thrown into the pot will add more brown or orange 

to the prints.

(Figure 2)
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